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But First, a Word

From the depths of the reef, home to the Corrungus 
Forest and the giant tardigrades that dwell there, 
to the mountain peaks, above which translucent 
sky dragons roam,1 Kanvala has no shortage of 
wonderful things to see, places to explore and 
people to meet.

This expanse of land, located in the Northern 
Hemisphere, is known both for its tales of magic 
and its championing of craftspeople. The guild 
system is alive and well in Kanvala, and produces 
some of the finest handcrafted bells, instruments, 
textiles, etc. in the region.

However, there seems to be more to the guilds 
than skillful craftsmen. Some of these guilds have 
managed to tap into the core magic of Kanvala2 
and can do marvelous feats; the likes of which are 
spoken of in myths and legends.

When these sages of magic are spoken of, it 
hearkens to mind the image of mythical warriors 
or super heroes. They are either revered or feared; 
set apart from the rest of the “normal” society.3

But who are these people? Are they really 
superhuman beasts, or are they average people 
who have built an incredible skill?

Here we have presented the tale of a weaver’s 
apprentice and her run-in with the dark and light 
sides of weaving magic, so you may judge for 
yourself...4

1 You may have been told that sky dragons are impossible 
creatures, but I assure you they exist.
2 Magic, too, is real and alive in the world. It occurs most often 
just out of sight, or right after you leave a room, and is used 
commercially in telephones and airplanes. See end notes for 
further information on Kanvalan magic.
3 Though really, being normal is vastly overrated.
4 You would do best to prepare yourself for lightning sheep and 
shadow creatures as well. Just in case.
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